This week we welcomed the Eagles back for session 5 of the 2021-2022 school year! While it was a short week, (being off Monday and whale watching on Wednesday) we managed to have a very productive and fun week! To start things off, the Eagles all partook in a bit of spring cleaning to get our studios ready for the new session. We launched our Medical Biology quest in the Launchpad studio and Detective Science for Navigator and Foundation. In Detective Science, the Eagles discovered someone broke in over break and stole all the gaming quest materials and files needed for the next session! They investigated the scene of the crime and learned to take fingerprints! Over the course of the quest the Eagles will learn to analyze the clues they find and eventually reveal the mysterious culprit.

The Launchpaddlers will learn about the systems of the body in medical biology; assuming the role of researcher and practicing physician. At the exhibition, they will present a model and presentation of the system of their choice along with diagnosing real cases!

On Wednesday, a definite highlight of our week, we went whale watching! Though it was cold, the Eagles absolutely loved getting to spot the whales and took some fantastic pictures of the three gray whales we saw! We took the rest of the day to enjoy the sun, getting to eat lunch and play in the park!
Navigator and Launchpad launched their new writers workshop... Journalism! In this writers workshop, the Eagles will learn what it takes to become a journalist, the ethics of journalism, and how to spot fake news. The Foundation studio is continuing with their animal research papers for a writers workshop!

We launched our new P.E sport, soccer, led by Navigators Jett and Luca! The Eagles practiced passing and dribbling along with 1, 2, 3, 4 drills, ending in an exciting scrimmage! Jett and Luca have prepared lots of fun drills to help them become expert soccer players!

We’re looking forward to next week, getting to launch fiber art for the session!